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Abstract
In an effort to provide a more efficient representation of the speech signal, the application of the wavelet analysis is considered. This research
presents an effective and robust method for extracting features for speech processing. Here, we proposed a novel user interface for Text
Dependent Human Voice Recognition (TD-HVR) system. The proposed HVR model utilizes decimated bi-orthogonal wavelet transform
(DBT) approach to extract the low level features from the given input voice signal, then the noise elimination will be done b y band pass
filtering followed by normalization for better quality of a voice signal and finally the formants of a train and test voices will be calculated by
using the Additive Prognostication (AP) algorithm. Simulation results have been compared with the existing HVR schemes, and shown that
the proposed user interface system has performed superior to the conventional HVR systems with an accuracy rate of approximately 99 %.
Keywords: Additive Prognostication (AP); band-pass filtering; feature extraction; human voice; recognition rate; Wavelet decomposition/reconstruction tree.

1. Introduction
In our regular day to day existences the audio flag particularly the
voice signal has gotten to be one of the real part, since it can be
utilized as a one of the real instrument for communicating each
other. Be that as it may, by utilizing changed handled because of
innovative progression, used in different , for example, numerous
applications these discourse preparing assumes an imperative part,
for example, discourse acknowledgment, voice communication.
Discourse acknowledgment is the procedure of consequently
extricating and deciding etymological information passed on by a
discourse signal utilizing PCs or electronic circuits. Programmed
discourse acknowledgment techniques, examined for a long time
have been mainly gone for acknowledging translation and human
PC association systems. The main specialized paper to show up on
discourse acknowledgment has from that point forward heightened
the scrutinizes discourse as of late developed, despite the fact that
they stay just of constrained use.

2. Voice Recognition
Most discourse acknowledgment systems can be characterized by
following classifications:

2. 1 Speaker Dependent versus Speaker Independent
Discourse acknowledgment framework
prepared
perceive
discourse standout worked only solitary individual, henceforth

financially reasonable. On the other hand, framework autonomy
difficult accomplish, discourse acknowledgment have a tendency
end up prepared, bringing about subordinate.

2.2 Isolated versus Constant
In detached discourse, delays each consistent discourse talks
persistent perhaps almost the middle. Secluded discourse
acknowledgment systems are anything but difficult to work, as it is
minor to figure out where single word closures and another begins,
and every word has a tendency to be all the more neatly and
unmistakably talked. Words talked in ceaseless discourse then
again explanation impact,
adjusted preparing discourse framework troublesome, might
numerous conflicting .

3. Related work
There are many researches those have been done with human
voice recognition from the past decades. Most of them had done
with speaker or speech recognition systems with various
algorithms like LPC, MFCC and HMM. LPC will approximate the
envelope of a voice signal range. It is an excellent tool for audio
signal processing and speech processing.
However, the recognition rate will be very poor with these
algorithms for various types of voice signals such as male, female,
children and old age persons.

3.1

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
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The LPC technique is gotten from the word straight expectation.
Direct forecast as the term infers is a sort of numerical operation.
This scientific function which is utilized as a part of DTS gauges
the future qualities depending on a direct role of past specimens [8].
𝑃

𝑥̂(𝑛) = − ∑ 𝑎𝑙 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑙)
𝑙=1

𝑥̂(𝑛)is the expected value and 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑙) is the previous value. By
expanding this equation
𝑥̂(𝑛) = −[𝑎1 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑙) − 𝑎2 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑙) − 𝑎3 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑙) ….
The LPC can investigate the sign on an assessment or foreseeing
the spectral envelopes. At that point, discourse signal expelled the
spectral envelopes impacts. For rest of the buzz power and
frequency are evaluated. Expulsion of envelopes from the voices
sign kills reverberation impact. The procedure is known as
backwards filtering. Staying signal without the envelope is known
as build-up. With a specific end goal to gauge the spectral
envelopes, "coefficients of the LPC" are required. Evaluation of
these coefficients will be done by mean square error between
anticipated sign and first flag. After error reduction, coefficients
will be recognized with superior exactness and voice sign
envelopes will be acquired.

Fig. 2: Block diagram of MFCCs procedure

Finally, compute the discrete cosine transform (DCT) for
the above obtained log powers. The resulting spectrum
amplitudes are the MFCCs

4. Proposed TD-HVR model
The proposed technique for the acknowledgment stage is the
measurable figuring. Four unique sorts of factual estimations are
done upon these coefficients. Measurable estimations being done
difference . Utilized for the framework bi-orthogonal wavelet
(BW) which has nearby connection with voice signal which is
resolved by various assessments. Coefficients separated by wavelet
disintegration procedure are the second level coefficients. These
will hold the majority of voice related information. Information on
more elevated amounts holds next to no information considering it
not viable for the acknowledgment stage. Thus to begin framework
execution, the second level coefficients will be utilized. These are
more edge for evacuating short relationship amounts. By utilizing
those measurable calculations are completed. Factual calculation is
utilized as a part of voice flag examination with the formant
estimation and wavelet vitality. Removed information performs as
"unique mark" in favor of voice signal. Check rate will be figured
by contrasting present valuable signal qualities aligned with
enlisted those of voice signal.

.
Fig.1: Block diagram of LPC based HVR model

3.2 Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients
These are the coefficient that have been made up with Melfrequency cepstrum (MFC) and is a typical derivative of cepstral
representation of a voice signal. The cepstrum is also known as a
method that will be utilized to process an audio or voice signal. The
major difference between these approaches is that in the MFC,
Mel-scale will be used for the equal spacing of the frequency
bands, due to this nature it will give more exact response of human
auditory system than the frequency bands that have been spaced
linearly, which occurs during the regular cepstrum. This warp
nature of frequency will allow for improved depiction of audio
signal as shown in figure 1.
The procedure of deriving MFCCs from a given voice clip is as
follows:
First, calculate the Fourier transform of (a windowed
excerpt of) input signal to get the spectrum powers.
Now, utilize the Mel scale to map the obtained spectrum
powers using triangular overlapping windows.
Now, at each Mel frequency calculate the powers
logarithms

Fig.3: Block diagram of proposed TD-HVR model

Algorithm:
Step1: First, we will apply the band pass filter followed by
normalization to the trained voice signal to obtain the de-noised
voice signal

Step2: The signal obtained in step1 will be given as an input to
the AP algorithm, which will be utilized to estimate the formants
of trained voice signal
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Step3: Now, apply decimated bi-orthogonal transform to extract
the low level features and calculate the statistical parameters such
as mean, variance and standard deviation to the obtained low
level coefficients
Step4: Now, calculate the wavelet energy for the low level and
high level coefficients of trained voice signal
Step5: Apply the step1 to step4 for the testing voice signal and
form a train and test feature vectors that consists of statistical
parameters, low level features and estimated formants.
Step6: Now, the recognition will be calculated by using the
verification % given below:
Verification % = (Test value / Registered value) x100
Step7: Finally, if the verification percentage is above 75% then the
person identification will be successful otherwise it will displays
that the person is not found
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4.2 Decimated Bi-orthogonal Transform (DBT)
Decimated bi-orthogonal transform is very much utilized for multi
resolution analysis because of its multi scaling functionality i.e.,
two scaling functions to generate wavelet channel banks for
disintegration and remaking separately. It will give more viable
disintegration coefficients because of its multi scaling property. In
the case of orthogonal, we have one hierarchy of approximation
spaces −1 ⊂ ⊂ +1 and an orthogonal decomposition
𝑉𝑗+1 = 𝑉𝑗 ⊕ 𝑊𝑗

which leads us to use two filter sequences and for decomposition
and reconstruction. Hence, we need to construct two different
wavelet functions and two different scaling functions.
Let 𝑓𝑘 , 𝑔𝑘 ∈ 𝐻 . 𝑖𝑓〈𝑓𝑗 , 𝑔𝑘 〉 = 𝛿𝑗𝑘 Then we will say that the two
sequences are biorthogonal.
Now, our aim is to build two sets of wavelets
𝑗

𝜓𝑗,𝑘 = 22 𝜓(2𝑗 𝑥 − 𝑘)

4.1 Wavelet Analysis
Fundamental thought proposition utilize separating viewed as
moderately sign handling contrasted with different strategies or
techniques as of now utilized STFT [1] and [2] present
techniques utilized as a part of the field of sign preparing.
However because of serious constraints forced investigating
considers inadequate dissecting unpredictable 'Flags'. For
example, voice sign [3] and [4]. Fourier Transform (FT)
contains some disadvantage as this works out for "stationary
signals" alone, with time period independent. As FT is valid
for the complete signal and not for signal sections. Nonstationary signal is not transformed by FT. Another
disadvantage is that with the FT occurrence of a particular
event cannot be predicted. To overcome the disadvantage in
FT, during 1946 a novel method known as “Windowing” was
coined by Dennis Gabor. Windowing could be useful to
investigate even a minor signal section. This version is known
as "Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT)". In STFT, sample
is resolved as time and frequency. In STFT, the window is
fixed and is independent from time period of the signal. The
frequency content cannot be predicted in time intervals. To
defeat these drawbacks of STFT, a wavelet technique is
established. In this window size is variable. Wavelet analysis
permits long time intervals usage where more precise lowfrequency information is required and shorter regions where
high-frequency information is needed.
Wavelet method is utilized for separating voice signal
specifications by handling information at various levels. Wavelet
method controls these levels to provide superior relationship during
recognizing different 'frequency components' in this sign. The
specifications will be additionally prepared keeping in mind this
end goal is to build the voice acknowledgment framework.
Separating voice signal specs has no constrain over the abilities of
this method for any specific function only, yet this unlocks this
way for an extensive variety of potentials for various purposes
could profit by voice extricated methods. Functions, for example,
discourse acknowledgment framework, discourse to content
interpreters, and voice based security framework are a portion
without bounds systems that can be created.

(1)

(2)

𝑗

𝜓̃𝑗,𝑘 = 22 𝜓2𝑗 𝑥 − 𝑘

(3)

To do so, we need four filters𝑔, ℎ, 𝑔̃, ℎ̃ i.e., two sequences to be act
as decomposition sequences and two sequences as reconstruction
sequences. For example, if 𝑐𝑛1 is a data set, it will be decomposed as
follows:
𝑐𝑛0 = ∑𝑘 ℎ2𝑛−𝑘 𝑐𝑘1

(4)

𝑑𝑛0 = ∑𝑘 𝑔2𝑛−𝑘 𝑐𝑘1

(5)

And the reconstruction is given by
𝑐𝑙1 = ∑𝑛 ℎ̃2𝑛−𝑙 𝑐𝑛0 + 𝑔̃2𝑛−𝑙 𝑑𝑛0

(6)

We can achieve perfect reconstruction by following some
conditions given below:
𝑔𝑛 = (−1)𝑛+1 ℎ̃−𝑛, 𝑔̃𝑛 = (−1)𝑛+1 ℎ𝑛
∑ ℎ𝑚 ℎ̃𝑛+2𝑘 = 𝛿𝑘0
𝑛

Now consider that 𝜙(𝑥)and 𝜙̃(𝑥) are two scaling function with
their own hierarchy of approximation spaces, then we will generate
function of wavelet in a method of analogous to the orthogonal
case. We now define the scaling function as follows:
𝜙(𝑥) = ∑𝑛 √2 ∑𝑛 ℎ𝑛 𝜙(2𝑥 − 𝑛)

(7)

𝜙̃(𝑥) = √2 ∑𝑛 ℎ̃𝑛 𝜙(2𝑥 − 𝑛)

(8)

So, finally the bi-orthogonal wavelet functions can be defined as
follows:
𝜓(𝑥) = √2 ∑𝑛 𝑔𝑛 𝜙(2𝑥 − 𝑛)
𝜓̃ (𝑥) = √2 ∑𝑛 𝑔̃𝑛+1 𝜙̃(2𝑥 − 𝑛)

(9)
(10)
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5. Simulation results
The experiments have been done with graphical user interface in
MATLAB environment. We considered various tested and trained
voice signals in real time environment i.e., recorded voice has
been taken directly and converted into the format in such as way it
will be read by MATLAB for the better analysis of HVR system.
GUI model of proposed voice registration system has been shown
in fig 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Verification has been shown in fig 9, 10, 11,
12 and 13. Fig 14 and automatically it has shown the message that
the person is not verified; Finally, LPC achieved 66.66%
accuracy, MFCC achieved 75% and our proposed HVR model
achieved almost 90.9% accuracy.

Fig.6: output of registration process

Fig.4: Proposed user interface model for TD-HVRsystem

Fig.7: Output GUI model of proposed TD-HVR

Fig.8: Registration process completed
Fig.5: selection and plotting of input voice signal for registration

Fig.9: Proposed GUI model for Voice verificationprocess
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(a)
Fig.10: selection and plotting of input voice signal for verification

Fig.11: GUI model of verification after DBT

Fig.12: Person verification has been completed

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig.14: (a), (b), (c) and (d) GUI models for unregistered voice signal
Fig. 13: message box after completion of verification process

6. Conclusions & future work
We proposed a novel user interface model for text dependent
human voice recognition (TD-HVR) system with various voice
signals in real time environment using MATLAB tool. Proposed
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system also employed to examine the uniqueness for any entity
support for personal speech signal with "statistical parameters
computation", estimating the formants and wavelet energy for low
level features extracted using decimated bi-orthogonal transform.
After a thorough analysis a precision rate of nearly 90 % is reached
conventional schemes 66.66% and 75% respectively greater extent
and it can be used as a HVR tool in real time applications.
Furthermore, the same can be implemented by interfacing the
MATLAB with some hardware support packages such as arduino,
Raspberry Pi for voice operated robotic applications
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